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QCD, UNIFICATION AND THE ROAD TO "ASYMPTOPIA"

S.J. Lindenbaum

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, N.Y. 11973

and City College of New York, New York, N.Y. 10031

INTRODUCTION

In the latter sixties I coined the phrase "Asymptopia" - the

theoretically promised land where all asymptotic theorems came

true. "Asymptopia" is reached at that energy beyond which no

important new phenomena which are not predictable occur.

At the time I felt that a reasonable operational estimate of

the minimum energy before we reach "Asymptopia" is that energy at

which Che Pomeranchuk" theorem comes true within the best experi-

mental precision forseeable K 0.1%). I used our precision u(-iT~p)

and real part of the forward scattering amplitude measurements to

estimate that the Pomeranchuk theorem would not come true till

E was s- 25,000 to 1,000,000 GeV. These estimates of the minimum

energy to reach Asymptopia were considered by many quite high at

the time.
4

The Glashow-Salam-Weinberg model unification of E.M. and

weak forces is not truly a unification but perhaps better described

* The pp and pp measurements gave an estimate consistent with that

obtained from -~p but of course the existence of 3 forward ampli-

tudes instead of one and a non-physical region make these predic-

tions much less reliable.
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as a mixing since the angle 3 is an arbitrary parameter and thus
w

there art; really two coupling constants in the theory. A desire

Lor a truly unified cheory - one coupling constant - for unifica-

tion of strong, E.M. and weak forces, and the inclusion of quarks

and lepcons in the same mulciplet led theorists to the Grand unified

theories ' ' which predicted 10^~-10 GeV (cms) for the unifica-

tion energy. These led also to a Great Desert (or Grand Plateau)
9 12 15

between W GeV and 10 -10 GeV.
Pati and Salam (till recently) predicted relatively modest

4 6
energies 10 -10 GeV for Grand Unification. However Pati and

••>

Salam needed a sin~C< = .28 - .30. Recent analyses determined
* w

sin":i = 0.23 i .015. Therefore Pati and Salam recently wavered
W " 4 5

and talk about partial unification at •- 10 -10 GeV.

The Great Desert advocates had selected the simplest unitica-

cion groups with essentially two mass scales. One at M <. :;I0~ GeV
. r.' W ~

.uid the second at M, % 10" GeV. Examples of such groups are S'J(5)
x " •) ' )

and SO' 10). They have sin"- .; . 20 ac present energies and .sin~\' =
w w

J/8 at the unification energy. S'-> perhaps the renormaii^atijn
er'reucs tiiat .ire required Co change sin*".- co the value we observe

w

at present energies are not understood well enough co rule out

i'.it i-Salam.

Meanwhile a population explosion in the Higgs sector has made

Grand Unification schemes based on spontaneous symmetry breaking

(,SSB) develop the equivalent of enormous numbers of arbitrary para-

mt!tc;rs, '.he calculation of which cannot be done. Therefore L think

this approach should not be taken too seriously at this time.

There have been several recent attempts :o reduce the huge

number of Higgs bosons in SSB. These have involved dynamical sym-

metry breaking which use fermionic basic building blocks in ff com-

binations to replace the Higgs'. One of these schemes is hypercolor

(or technicolor i' which, leads to hyperquarks. Another is the
o

oreou sc:ie:ne' of Pati and Salam. Such reoresent a new structure
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level which fills in the Great Desert with oases. The hypercolor

oases is at •<, 1 TeV and the Pati-Salam oasis is at -\- 100 TeV.
10

The scheme of Marshak and Mohapatra^ leads to neutron oscil-

Jations, and would also lead to a partial unification which would

represent an oasis in the desert. This would be due to an inter-
4

mediate mass scale M '- 10 GeV and would be signalled by neutron-

less double beta decay, and neutron oscillations without proton

decay.

Therefore even if one believed gauge theories are the only

w.ay to go, it is only the simplest gauge theory structures which

gi.ve the great desert and there are obviously many modifications

[i .'ssible in the assumed hierarchy of nested gauge theories which

I'-ad to oases in the desert.

Thus perhaps the Great Desert Theory is an "Anti Mirage". An

".uiti Mirage" makes a desert full of oases look like a great desert.

T.iE KUAD TO ASYHPTOPIA

Many .̂ reat theorists have been wrong in this game of predicting

tie energy behavior of physics. For historical perspective let us

I _>ok at the uust ideas on the Road to "Asymptopia" before we proceed

wiLii the sago of the great desert.

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the Road to "Asymptopia". It starts

with a series of straight solid Line segments with sudden changes

of direction marking either discovery of a new unforseen domain or

attainment of a theoretically predicted asymptotic energy which

c iraed out to not truly represent "Asymptopia" even for the class

of physical phenomena considered. The starting point on the road

is the classical physics of N'ewton and Maxwell, etc. In the clas-

sical era ic was generally believed that we were in "Asymptopia"

since Newton's and Maxwell's theories explained what was considered

L.ie important phenomena.

•-•Experimental surprises which showed quantization effects in

electromagnetic radiation and the constancy of the velocity of
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Figure 1: The Road Co "Asymptopia
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! ight led to the new domain c h a r a c t e r i z e d , by Atomic Physics ('- ev)

Ouantum Median Lcs and Special K e j a t i v i t y (followed t h e r e a f t e r by

^ n c r a l r e l a t i v i t y ) . One'- then seemed tu Slave perhaps again reached
- I 1

"A.^vmptopia" until tlie verv small (:_ 10 ~ cm) nuclear domain (E v.

MeV) was uncovered by Lord Rutherford and subsequently found Lu

exhibit tile striking new phenomena of nuclear forces e tc . !'lie

characteristics of Nuclear Forces led Yukawa to predict the p Ion

and many physicists thought that once i t was discovered the last

important piece of the puzzle in the strong (and t'ms probably most

important) interactions would have been found. After discovery of

tiie p ion i-'ermi was convinced that a l l higher energy strong inter-

action phenomena could be described by a simple s t a t i s t i ca l theory

which he proposed. Thus the Fermi, s t a t i s t i c a l theory became

the f irst modern Asymptotic theorm, and Fermi believed from an

analysis of cosmic ray data that for E \. 1 'JeV we would be in

Asymptopia and that a l l strong interaction phenomena were calculable

by using constant matrix elements and phase apace.

"lie discovery of pion-nuoie-n resonances, "" r.!:e observation

of the product Lon of nucieon isooars and their domination of in-

elast ic tiventi in tile <JeV to few GtzV region ruled out this theory.
' •'* ' 5

' 'his Led to che Isobar Modi-1" and one me^on uxchange models

which vert: c l e a r l y non-asyinptut i-: mode! •. The- n:.m'5er of elementary

p a r t i c l e s was increas ing : n the- :'e:w GeV region ai-.c i t wus : ]car

' h a t "As;, not up ia" would have : J Lie h igher .

''.'lie Second modern asymptot ic theorem was proposed bv 'onieran-

chuk" and Ld kr.own as t'".e i'omer.uichuk. :!ieoreu asLn.i; d i s p e r s i o n

r e l a t i o n s and o ther arguments "omer.mciiuk concluded : ( J. •+• .) =

: ' i •*• •• "> for high enough end f g i e s . He es t imated (_:-iri theorem would

jei jme ".rue .it incident lab e-ner,.'ies of .'.bi)ut i'J ''c\'.
,I<3a . no

iJ i !Oi a n a A k S e x p e r i m e n t s = o o n d e m o n s t r . i t e a t h i s ! . ; a s n o t

C h e c - i s e . H . i g n p r e c i s i u n ACS f . ' t ^ l a n d d i f f e r e n t i a l ' ~ p ao.>_ :^p

a n d :>p e x p e r ' . T M f c n t s ' » - - ; J er f . - • n : : e d b y c h e s p e a k e r s j . r o u p i a ' o . - r

s h o w e d t h e I ' o ' n e r a n c h u i c ' . : i e o r c i r . 1 . . i '<e 'v w o u l d n ' t b e ' ^ m e t r u e t i l l

J. : • , • J'J 0 z o .' , 0 ' j 0 , 'J 0 0 C e V . '
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1'he Lhird mudurn asymptotic theorem was the Regge Pole

Pome run dominance theory."" It predicted thai: in the 10-20 CeV

energy region a universal shrinkage of elastic scattering would be

observed and thus universal Logarithmic shrinkage of the scattering

pattern would persist at ail higher energies in a known way.
19

A group at the CERN PS produced evidence for pp shrinkage.
20

A group at the BNL-AGS showed that Regge shrinkage was not uni-

versal, and in fact pp shrank, n~p did not shrink, K p shrank < pp,

K i) did not shrink and pp expanded. This led to the nuilci-Regge
21

po '.e model, which needed more than fifty parameters"" to describe
the data, and this to the death of Reggc Pole Theory as a viable

22,1
Asymptotic theory. Even today at the highest energies at FNAL

tilt: observed trend points clearly toward a universal lack of (or

o.uallj shrinkage.

After the Regge pole theory the speaker felt that if asymptotic

theorems were :u be used to estimate the energies needed to reach

ao . nip top i.:, the Pomeranchuk theorem seemed like the btst be 1 Iweathur

theorem. It had the important .'.deed advantage that its higher energy

bci.ivi.or could be predicted by the unsubtracted forward dispersion

'."•_- l.i tiun ..hich i felt could be used as j rrvstal bail to estimate

wiiere the :'.>iue ranchuk theorem would come true. This led tu '.!\e next

assault on estimating on where asymptopia will lie.

A series of high precision e:-:periments '"' on '~p and pp and

pn to'.al .TOSS sections were performed by the speakers group at the

AUS, These were accompanied ':>y iiî h precision measurements of the

Ci f f erent iai elastic scattering .ii_".,ni into ';he Coulomb region ;o

observe c:se oouiomb-auclear interference ar.c t'lus extract the real

part as well as the imaginary part of the forward scattering ampli-

tude .

A critical experimental oroof of the validity of the forward

dispersion relations was accomplished for the :irst time. Their use

in conjunction with the behavior of :he total cross sections Led to

the "at tne time" startling ored'..::ion by the sneaker that the
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minimum energy for the Pomeranchuk theorem to come true was 25,000 to

1,000,000 GeV. Thus Asyinptopia was pushed decisively beyond our

reach ^t the time. Hence I have had the sobering experience of per-

sonally contributing decisively to the contradiction of the first

three modern asymptotic theorems.

Meanwhile the continued enormous proliferation of so-called

elementary particles had led to their classification under the
•i-j .̂  ->5

groups bU(J)~ '" and SL'(6)." This led to the standard three <;uark
••> / ,

model," then to the need for 3 colors and then to quantum chromo-

dynamics." It was the unification of QCD with the previously

established electro-weak unification which produced the great

desert.

UNIFICATIONS

Glashow, Salam and Weinberg using gauge theory had unified EM

and weak interactions using 3U(2)T x U(l). This was not a true

unification in that even though there was one arbitrary coupling

constant, the Weinberg angle was arbitrary and thus there were

effectively two coupling constants. Hence it was really more of a

mixing than a unification.

Motivated by a desire of a truly unified theory with one

cjupling constant, several theorists ' realized that if one in-

cluded the strong interactions in a gauge theory approach one could

achieve a so-called grand unification which unifies EM, weak and

strong interactions wich one coupling constant, and a predicted

Weinoorg angle. The first path rollowed was ~zo use simple groups

such as SU(5) , S0(10) and E. which spontaneously break ;c SL'(2) x

'J(l) x S U {3 * %. This gave a unification mass energy of - 10""' GeV

wiich in recent calculation could be •- 1 0 " GeV. The Weinberg angle
2

corresponding to these groups wat> sin"- \ 0.20.
w

:': £7 is ruled out by much too large a '.-.'einberg angle.
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I'ati and Salam believed the world is described by gauge groups;

but .i^ed the important question is the great deser:. necessary? They

u;?ed suuii -simp !.«.• groups and started from [SU(4)'* = [SL'(4) -•<•

iL.'(̂ ),l ., x fSU'A), x i>l-t4),] , , which spontaneouslv breaks to
R'tlavor L !4 color

i.fU.i, x SK.l) x U,1 U ) x L',',(i) x [SU',3), x SU(3)']. This approach

4avtj u unit kacion mass energy >, 10 -10 CeV which is approximately
1 3

ten order; ui: magnitude less than the •*. 10" CoV originally found for

the .;reat desert.

.Viiat i s the d i f f e r ence due to? P a t i and Salara have used l e f t -

r i ^ h t symnetrv, but the r e a l u r i g i n of the d i f f e r e n c e i s the d i c h o -

tomy between f lavor and co lo r d e s c e n t s . This leads in the un i fy ing

avrunetr Le l imi t to g., = gp/v- but •;• = g .

;'liis t iny f ac to r 1/,T wiien squared - 1/2. When the c a l c u l a t i o n

i s done p i o p e r l y , the r e s u l t i s a r 'actor •* 1/2.7 to 1/3 . This f a c t o r

m u l t i p l i e r ..11 M/u which Is in the denominator of g and ti'ius reduces

•>' ; r.m I"1" to abo-jt 10"-10' (JcV.

• 'a t l and Salam had gaug'-d o;iii"aJ c o l o r . SL'O),' x 311(3),', was a

-.ooii L .;w r l ine r mediate- e:ici;jy •sy^msut ry . Thev ob ta ined two s e t s of

-.«i 1 1 1 .oiib . Liie f i r s t iiad tile f ami l i a r •_,•. t e t or n e u t r a l nasrfiess

•»e .̂[i r 1:0 orec L;'.uoiiri with • r ac t i 0:1.1! iy ciiarijed •jiv.oreii ciuark^, with

• . . - ' r ..on Ln'jj.. ;".:e second auiu t - .n! !iad uncon." ined , uns t ab le inte—

.-••-r . :i.ir^t a iu.irk.s with !.'iu;; - ;!c..-lU GeV and an ' a r s tab le massive

"•• -<•' • ' - ••ector j iuona "our o f wh^-ii are neur.r:t! .uu: four charged

.v : u.. :.:.ir c i • 2 anU m'^luoii ' • few 10 -') (JeV.
out

I'he onve!itiona'- gau^e t he i rv world i - ief t - : ' .anJed Vl^t tile ?S

vor ld ';ati ^ jmplete l e f t - r : ^ h t sv.Tanetry at ;lg'i enough energy. V - A

Ls ..IL. cuinu.mied bv V -r A. However", :TL , ^u, S J .'.S to ^ re se rve the

obvious 1 -• f t- ;umded s i t u a t i o n observed at p re sen t e n e r g i e s .

At ''-^ii enough energ_'.:s a ^ r i t y v i o i a t iw>:i would d i s a p p e a r .

Periiaos at hi.-.'i enough e n e r g i e s a l l iynmetrv v i o l a t i o n s ? , C, CP, I ,

SU'-.1 , SL':.J) . : z . would also d is^prea 1 ' 1: these are not i n t r i n s i c

:.o '.':\e eci!ar.:.".'S of: motion but d'.ie to SS3.
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The !'S framework can have fractionally charged confined quarks

.Hid i ̂ nfincd color. Alternately there can be integrally charged

i;uarks .inc. color can only be partially confined thus free quarks

and .'luoiiri can exist at :iigh enough energies.

t'here are predictions different from those of conventional

;jau>je thi-or\ which are not testable with presently available data.

.'f M - iO"" lieY perhaps experiments at PETRA, PEP, ;ip and po col-
* '. 6

. :di.-r.s i an LL-'I the difference." If M - 10 CeV we have i.o wait.
V

TO Mi: V.'X i.MPORTANT POINT IS t h a t a d i f f e r e n t t h e o r e t i c a l
1 J 1''viewpoint changes ihe grand u n i f i c a t i o n energy from LO - LU Ca\'

down to '0 -!.o' CeV.

Although neitiier may be correct Che existence of both demon-

strates how uncertain the original estimates are. :<eimiraber they

_"oth take v.on-.ibelian gauge theory ^s the gospel.

So ;ar the only gauge boson '.hat I know of whose existence has

been demonstrated is tlie photon - which is an abelian gauge 2oson.

secjp.vi 1 v !.he nop.-abel ian gauge boson tiieories of the SS!i tvpe

:epenv: on iLige :;umbers of liiggs'. ft is in :ny opinion premature to

jel.eve :!ut t!ie universe is described by a hierarchy o; •.lei'.ed

,; :û u gr.."_r;s. "he establishment of OCD as the non-abeiian ,-auge

grouy describing strong interactions has not yet been acconip1isheu.

''he gauge bosons or the low energy electroweak group are vet to be

i isc.jve red. One must also demonstrate chat they are truly the

j.iuge boat-'iia one assumes they are.

''jaaibie surprises

One .nust also allow for the large possibility of unforeseen

.-xper i mental surprises somewhere between here and 10" GeV.

tor c.xamp _e just like ch.e :iucieon and nucleus 'use their poir.t-

' iktr ir.itui, jimrkj may have a structure and vharacte ris t !•: si^e.

".P. Lee" chinks die quark has ii^e.

... -'•' , . - , . , , - L 6

-.IT, : ,:ig has s:iown tnat c!ie si;e ot '.he e, . anci : - x .0

.;m, } :<- :a i. -.till loo-.-\:ng.
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.\. Zlchiehi clearly believes in lots of experimental sur-

iirises and doesn't believe in great deserts e i ther.

'.\'e may '- uid :

Several sets of IV!J(^" , Z°) .

New generations of a baffling nature.

That the proton is stable beyond lifetimes predicted by

these various (J'JTS. A fundamental length may arise at a high

enou.yh <_nergy where micro-causality and analyticity break down.

Other conservation laws like E, P, J etc. may even break, down

somewhere on the road to asymptopia.

Surprises may well originate from cosmic ray events. " One

such present candidate is the cencauro events at K ̂  500 Te.V. These

events contain an anamolously small fraction of their energy in the

component compared to what is presumed to be the T~ and nueleon

components. The T content is •. one percent. Cosmic rav air showers

may probe up to millions uf TeV. It is likely that the surprises

not even mentioned or fiouyht of may be the most important.

Problems with ?ati-Salam Theory

; SL'(-».' :'* iives toe large a '.veinberg angle (i.e. sin~Qi - .28-.30)

However, one c^n question wi'.ether the uncertainties introduced by a

-ierarchy o:.' gauge groups In Che determination of ain~: at present

energies from ciie value '.. 3/-i) at the unificatior. :»ass, and t:ie

uncertainties Lii the incasereraents art; small enough co rule out

!';iti -Salain.

.everci-.eless the ir'S approach can give a reasonable value for the

.-.'uinberv; aii^le and yield instead of a r'ui.L unification, a partial

.mi: i _at ion at - 10"' CcV.

This would provide an uascs in the desert at 10 GeV.

-a order to reduce t:ie iiuge lumber of Hicgs they have postu-

lated .T.ore basic e i.crceuts wiiic'i maite up the quarks which they call

preens, Jut .ibout 2H JL these arbitrary new basic building blocks

..ire r'jr:mred.
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PuijglaLioii ExpLosion of Higgs in SSH
""~ 7 8

The number of Higgs required for various models * are:

W - S 4 - 3 = 1

C - G[SU(5)! 124 - 15 = 109

E_ % 950

Hypercolor or Technicolor
g

Beg and others have used a dynamical symmetry breaking scheme

to construct tiie Higgs systems from more basic fermionic elements.

They have introduced hyperquarks, fermions with hypercolor. Gauging

hypercoLor leads to QC'O which is a scaled up version of QCD. This

gives a new series of meson and baryon mass spectra at a much higher

energy. They estimate the natural mass scale for (̂ C'D gives:

•'.'(,.') i m(co') i 1 TeV

BB = 1.8 (.Vc7>Jf,)
1/2 TeV.

Thus the meson and baryon spectroscopies we know at a mass

sea le u 1 CiiV would appear again at a mass scale •. i TeV. There

would be new islands of a cability such as hypernucleons and hvper-

niiLlei. One problem with this .scheme is where are the hypc-rnuclei?

liype i/color =L-̂ .erae of course has other probienij.

L. The replication oi generations ie.jds r,i unwanted global

syminetri.es and Colds Cone bosons.

1. No direct Yukawa coupling of ';' s (Higgs doublets) to

rermions s.uns hvpercoiur leads to no lepton mass and no current

quark mass.

3. It is quite arbitrary and has no evidence :or it yet, but

clearly js more aesthetically appealing than the SS3 schemes.

Preons

iJati and Salam have tried to handle the population explosion

jy introducing a new more basic set of fields carrying fundamental

attributes. "hey are called preons and consist of nc flavons
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(carrying the n flavors) plus n' chromons (carrying the n' coLors).

IE both fiavons and chromons carry spin they also need spinons

which carry spin 1/2. The best they can do without inventing fur-

ther new force interactions is about twenty-five preons. Clearly

this is a quite arbitrary approach.

EVALUATION OF UNIFICATION AND CONCLUSIONS

The various schemes for grand or partial unification have a

number of important predictions which can be checked. ' • The most

striking of these is the prediction of a finite lifetime for the

protons. There are also some predictions which can be checked if

the electro-weak group is left-right symmetric including neutrino

and neutron oscillations.

Assuming that laws of the universe are derived from a hierarchy

of nested gauge groups seems at first to be an elegant simplifica-

tion. However, unfortunately this apparently simple beautiful

scheme loses its beauty w! en enormous numbers oil Higgs1 have to be

introduced in spontaneous symmetry breaking versions.

The dynamical symmetry breaking attempts which were proposed to

avoid this proliferation of Higgs are arbitrary guesses and have

their own prob.1 ems. As yut there is no evidence for them.

Therefore I cannot help but conclude the assumption that we

have a world ruled by a hierarchy of nested gauge groups is quite

premature. Even a successful prediction of the proton lifetime

would not convince me that the world is completely described by

nested gauge group theories since it has often happened that a

particular prediction of a theory is quite accurate but the theory

is still only a part of the story.

J{ In a lecture following mine, Lipkin (see Proceedings) also ex-

pressed his doubts about too easily embracing newly proposed

gauge theories of the world.
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Figure 2 illustrates the existence of presently postulated oases

in the Great Desert. The gauge theories which have led to the great

desert are still very speculative and very far from being established.

Even so it is only the most simple of these gauge theory structures

which lead to the so-called Great Desert.

Other more complicated gauge theory hierarchies lead to oases

populating the desert. The only gauge boson that has been esta-

blished is the photon, a non-abelian unconfined gauge boson. It is

of utmost importance to establish whether gluons, the gauge bosons

of SU(3) exist. Due to confinement and asymptotic freedom this
c 27

probably can best be done via discovery of glueballs. The dis-

covery of w~ and Z , determining whether there are more than one

set, and whether indeed they are the gauge bosons we think they are

is of great importance.

It's a long way to infinity and I would not jump to a conclusion

too hastily. As indicated earlier in the lecture, the road to

"asymptopia" is strewn with the wrong predictions of many great

theorists contradicted by the discovery of important unexpected oases.

My advice is to keep building next step accelerators, and doing

all reasonable experiments at existing accelerators until ic gets

either too boring or - which is what I believe will happen - very

exciting.

My overall conclusion is that it is likely there are many

mini-deserts followed by important oases, all the way to the planck

length. Each of these oases has a good chance of having as

drastic an impact on our thinking as past turns in the road to

asymptopia (Fig. 1).

* I would hesitate to even consider speculating what happens at or

beyond the planck length since these energies would correspond to

those in the original big bang which created our universe.
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